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Abstract We have recently passed the 75th anniversary of one of the most important results
in solar and space physics: Hannes Alfvén’s discovery of Alfvén waves and the Alfvén
speed. To celebrate the anniversary, this article recounts some major episodes in the history
of magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) waves. Following an initially cool reception, Alfvén’s
ideas were propelled into the spotlight by Fermi’s work on cosmic rays, the new mystery
of coronal heating, and, as scientific perception of interplanetary space shifted dramatically
and the space race started, detection of Alfvén waves in the solar wind. From then on,
interest in MHD waves boomed, laying the foundations for modern remote observations of
MHD waves in the Sun, coronal seismology, and some of today’s leading theories of coronal
heating and solar wind acceleration. In 1970, Alfvén received the Nobel Prize for his work
in MHD, including these discoveries. The article concludes with some reflection about what
the history implies about the way we do science, especially the advantages and pitfalls of
idealised mathematical models.

We have recently, on 3 October 2017, passed 75 years since Nature published the short
letter that announced Hannes Alfvén’s discovery that the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)
equations imply the wave and speed that now bear his name. This article celebrates that
discovery, which is one of the most important results in solar and space physics.

On the day Alfvén’s letter was published, Stalin’s and Hitler’s armies were fighting bru-
tally at Stalingrad (now Volgograd), and Allied forces in North Africa were preparing to
attack their adversaries near El Alamein. Alfvén’s single-column report (Alfvén 1942; also
see Alfvén 1943), coming as it did in the middle of World War II, is considerably removed
in time from today; and yet, its content feels instantly familiar to any modern practitioner of
MHD. True, every symbol in the original Alfvén speed formula is different to those normally
used today, but it is trivial to translate into the modern conventions. What is really remark-
able, is that Alfvén’s original model of a uniform magnetic field in the z-direction, a static
equilibrium, and an incompressible perturbation of velocity in an invariant x-direction, is
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exactly preserved in MHD courses taught around the world today (I personally vouch for
the University of Dundee’s courses). This can be attributed to the mathematics being both
simple and unequivocal, provided one accepts the assumptions. In these respects, Alfvén’s
discovery feels not unlike the landmark derivation of light waves by James Clerk Maxwell
77 years earlier (Clerk Maxwell, 1865).

Despite this favourable appraisal of Alfvén’s letter by modern eyes, by Alfvén’s own
account it was not well received upon publication. In ‘Memoirs of a Dissident Scientist’
(Alfvén, 1988), he recalled that in the first six years, ‘. . . very few people – with Lyman
Spitzer and Martin Schwarzschild as the most prominent exceptions – had believed in them
[MHD waves]. I got letters from colleagues who asked me whether I had not understood
that this was all nonsense. If they existed, Maxwell would have described them and it is
quite clear that he has not.’ Thus, while a scientific idealist would hope that a discovery like
Alfvén’s would be quickly recognised, the journey towards mainstream acceptance would
wait for additional factors.

In Alfvén’s own telling, the pivotal moment came when he gave a seminar about cosmic
rays at Chicago in 1948. By good fortune, Enrico Fermi was in the audience and afterwards
asked Alfvén to explain his ideas about MHD waves: ‘Fermi listened to what I said about
them for five or ten minutes, and then he said: “Of course such waves could exist.” Fermi had
such authority that if he said “of course” today, every physicist said “of course” tomorrow.
Actually, he published a paper in which he explained them in such a clear way that no one
could doubt their possible existence.’

The impact of social factors such as personality and reputation on the course of science
will be debated for as long as there are scientists, as will the degree to which an elder sci-
entist might, just possibly, exaggerate an anecdote decades after the events. Looking at the
evidence of publication records, it is true that progress on MHD waves in the 1940s was
heavily dominated by Alfvén’s circle in Stockholm, including a monopoly on the major
results of Walén’s eponymous energy equipartition relation (Walén, 1944), Lundquist’s ex-
perimental demonstration of Alfvén waves (Lundquist, 1949), and Herlofson’s discovery of
the Alfvén fast and slow waves for compressible media (Herlofson, 1950). Fermi’s paper
‘On the Origin of the Cosmic Radiation’ (Fermi, 1949) was a rare international contribution
in this period, not to mention one of extraordinary genius, and the fact that Fermi was a
respected Nobel laureate doubtless meant the paper did not struggle for attention. It is also
clear historically that international interest in MHD waves took off greatly in the following
years, and the waves gained enough interest that they would be covered in various intro-
ductory plasma physics textbooks by the early sixties. Incidentally, it was at this time of
increasing interest that the term ‘Alfvén wave’ came into usage, with Vincenzo Ferraro and
Jim Dungey being among the first to use it (Ferraro, 1954; Dungey, 1954).

In seeking to explain why MHD waves gained greater attention after Fermi’s interven-
tion, a third factor besides reputation and clear argument should also be considered: the
credit that MHD waves gained by being linked to a great mystery that was part of the
current scientific zeitgeist, here, the origin of cosmic rays. This is an important and re-
curring theme in the history of Alfvén waves. Some of the attempts at application flopped,
for example, Alfvén’s early attempt to explain sunspots as manifestations of MHD waves
propagating up from the deep interior; this proposal was swiftly criticised by Tom Cowling
in a paper that nonetheless demonstrated clear understanding and appreciation of the new
wave theory (Cowling, 1946). Fortunately, other applications became major successes, two
of the earliest being stochastic acceleration (Fermi, 1949) and Dungey’s interpretation of
ultralow-frequency (ULF) waves at Earth as standing Alfvén waves (Dungey, 1955). From
1949 onwards, MHD waves had scientific relevance and could not be dismissed as a mere
curiosity of the equations.
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New applications continue to be found even today. For example, in the past decade, MHD
waves have become a significant focus of solar flare research beyond their role in particle
acceleration. The paper by Fletcher and Hudson (2008) was especially influential in open-
ing up this area of research, following earlier work by Gordon Emslie, Peter Sturrock, Don
Melrose, and Gerhard Haerendel. New directions in just the last two years include discover-
ies that chromospheric dissipation of MHD waves generated in the corona can produce flare
signatures (Reep and Russell, 2016; Kerr et al., 2016; Reep et al., 2018) and that large-scale
magnetic changes in the corona can excite sunquakes by nonlinear wave coupling (Russell
et al., 2016). Time will tell whether the newest directions become flops or successes in their
turn.

Three quarters of a century have naturally seen very many important developments for
MHD waves, and for this article I must be selective, with apologies to those whose favourites
and careers I miss out. I will give an extended overview of just one area of application: the
megakelvin corona and the solar wind. My reasons for choosing this one over others are that
as well as being important and topical science, it had a profound impact on the history of
MHD waves, and it is particularly suited for showing the development of solar and space
physics in the years since Alfvén’s 1942 paper.

It is fair to say that as shortly as two years before Alfvén’s wave paper, there was no
coronal heating problem. There was instead the problem of the coronal spectral lines, which
became the coronal heating problem in 1941 when Bengt Edlén (building on an inspiration
of Walter Grotrian’s) established that the vast majority of coronal emission lines matched
transitions for highly ionised states of iron, nickel, and calcium. Edlén’s work (Edlén, 1941)
implied a coronal temperature in excess of a million kelvin, which went against longstanding
conceptions about the corona, but the evidence of the lines was compelling, and a high
temperature would also make sense of the observed large line widths and low radial density
gradient (Alfvén, 1941). By 1945, the idea of a megakelvin corona had gained sufficient
acceptance that Edlén’s results earned him the Royal Astronomical Society Gold Medal at
the relatively young age of 38.

Thus, the discovery of MHD waves in 1942 coincided with a major revolution in sci-
entific thought about stellar atmospheres, and it should surprise nobody that Alfvén threw
his newly discovered waves into the ensuing fray of hypothesising about coronal heating.
As early as 1947, Alfvén himself set out the basic arguments for Alfvén wave generation
by granular motions, their propagation into the corona, and resistive damping in the corona
(Alfvén, 1947); a year before Martin Schwarzschild and Ludwig Biermann individually pro-
posed heating of the chromosphere by acoustic waves dissipating as shocks (Schwarzschild,
1948; Biermann, 1948). Using a resistivity formula available to him at the time, Alfvén
concluded that MHD waves produced by granular motions would heat the inner corona.
Unfortunately for Alfvén, this formula gave a wrong conclusion. Six years later, Cowling
countered that the heating had been grossly overestimated (Cowling, 1953), and detailed
work by Jack Piddington confirmed the refutation of simple resistive damping in the corona
(see Piddington, 1956). Despite the misstep on resistivity, the 1947 paper convinced many
of the potential for Alfvén wave heating if a suitable dissipation mechanism could be found,
and the paper’s central ideas remain in play today with some amendments. Our community
may therefore look on the resistivity error with some gratitude, since it encouraged Alfvén
to bring forward these critical ideas at a critical time.

Incidentally, the following quote from Alfvén’s 1947 paper is worth highlighting: ‘The
currents associated with “granulation waves” as considered above may supply the “normal”
more or less constant heating. But no doubt currents could be produced also in other ways
. . . discharges give probably an essential additive heating of the chromosphere and especially
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of the corona.’ The coronal heating ‘waves versus nanoflares’ question, which remains 70
years later, was there in the beginning.

As the fields of MHD waves and coronal heating took off in the 1950s, another significant
shift occurred in the perception of interplanetary space, and the related efforts would again
prove pivotal for the progress of MHD waves. Intermittent ‘solar corpuscular radiation’ had
been hypothesised for some time to explain auroral and geomagnetic activity, and alongside
this, one finds a few speculations about the possibility of a weaker continuous flow of ‘so-
lar corpuscles’, particularly in connection to the 27-day recurrence of weaker geomagnetic
storms and the existence of comet ion tails. Between 1951 and 1957, this matter gained seri-
ous attention as a result of Biermann’s work on comet tails, which indicated a constant flow
of particles away from the Sun in all directions at speeds of the order of hundreds of km s−1

(Biermann, 1951). Those drawn to the topic by Biermann’s results included Alfvén, who
made a significant contribution by proposing that several difficulties would be overcome if
the matter sweeping over the comet possessed a frozen-in magnetic field (Alfvén, 1957).

Around this time, Sydney Chapman spotted that the high temperature of the corona com-
bined with its high thermal conductivity and low radiation implied that hot solar plasma
should extend beyond 1 AU (Chapman, 1957), which raised questions as to whether the
corpuscular radiation passed through this plasma or if there was a conflict between the two
theories (see Biermann, 1957). The master stroke came from Eugene Parker, who unified
the two ideas by showing that a corona with an extended temperature would not be in static
equilibrium, but would instead flow away from the star as a transonic solar wind (Parker
1958; it is also interesting to note remarks in this direction by Alfvén 1941). The Astrophys-
ical Journal received Parker’s solar wind paper on 2 January 1958, which was three months
after Sputnik 1 became the world’s first satellite and 29 days before the USA launched their
first successful satellite, Explorer 1, which discovered the Earth’s Van Allen radiation belts.
While the superpowers competed in the new arena of space flight, Parker’s paper was held up
in the review process. It was finally published in November, reputedly after Subrahmanyan
Chandrasekhar took an editorial decision to override the referees. Two months after the pub-
lication and almost exactly one year after Parker submitted his manuscript, Lunik 1 (1959)
attempted the first in situ measurements of interplanetary plasma. Space exploration is a
tricky business, and instrumentation was developing rapidly, so while results from Lunik 1,
Lunik 2 (1959), and Explorer 10 (1961) lent increasing support to the solar wind, science
would wait for the comprehensive data from Mariner 2 (1962) before the solar wind would
widely be considered as confirmed. For those interested, a comprehensive account of the
discovery of the solar wind can be found in the book by Hufbauer (1991).

Our focus returns to MHD waves at this point because as soon as high-quality measure-
ments of the interplanetary medium were analysed, they revealed that the solar wind is full
of MHD waves, especially Alfvén waves propagating away from the Sun. Extensive anal-
yses of the interplanetary data from Mariner 2 in a series of papers by Paul Coleman Jr.
(Coleman, 1966, 1967, 1968), and of Mariner 5 data in two papers by John Belcher and
Leverett Davis Jr. (Belcher, Davis, and Smith, 1969; Belcher and Davis, 1971), persuasively
revealed the waves. Furthermore, the Mariner data showed that the fast solar wind required
additional acceleration compared to thermal models, and MHD waves were a natural energy
source to look to, especially given the compelling new evidence that they were present with
large amplitudes. Parker gave wave heating prominent and favourable consideration in his
1965 review paper on the solar wind (Parker, 1965), and the search for dissipation mech-
anisms was reinvigorated, producing proposals such as resonant absorption, phase-mixing,
and turbulent dissipation. Additionally, it was not long before wave pressure was recog-
nised as being able to contribute to a stellar wind in a manner similar to radiation pressure
(Belcher, 1971).
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Thus, the first quarter century in the history of MHD waves concluded with the crowning
achievement of observation in the solar wind, completing the journey from controversial
theory to undisputed and relevant reality.

To the present day, coronal heating and solar wind acceleration have held on to their most
tantalising secrets, but MHD waves have become somewhat less mysterious. A tremendous
advance has been the achievement of resolved observations of MHD waves in the Sun,
which became established in the late 1990s with TRACE observations of coronal slow-mode
and kink-mode waves (this era has been described in detail by Nakariakov and Verwichte
2005). In the current era of SDO/AIA, such observations are abundant and give important
insights into properties such as coronal magnetic field strength by application of highly
refined seismological techniques. These methods are in turn based on models developed
by the likes of Bernie Roberts and others who saw early on the importance of generalising
Alfvén’s 1942 model to include various forms of inhomogeneity (e.g. Edwin and Roberts,
1983; Ruderman and Roberts, 2002).

A second watershed moment for solar MHD wave observations occurred in 2007, when
several teams succeeded in detecting propagating Alfvénic waves in the Sun, using data
from the ground-based CoMP coronagraph, the Swedish Solar Telescope, and the Hinode
spacecraft (Tomczyk et al., 2007; Lin et al., 2007; De Pontieu et al., 2007; Okamoto et al.,
2007). These findings initially attracted controversy over exactly what type of wave had been
detected (kink or Alfvén, or both?), but in any interpretation, the evidence for ubiquitous
waves propagating through the chromosphere and inner corona – apparently with enough
energy to supply coronal heating and solar wind acceleration – was of great importance. As
to whether the Sun follows the letter of Alfvén’s early work as well as its spirit, this would
soon seem to be settled by chromospheric observations of torsional Alfvén waves (Jess
et al., 2009), which have the same symmetry as the MHD wave experiments of Lundquist
(1949).

There is a satisfying resonance between the culmination of the first quarter century of
MHD waves with the detection of Alfvén waves in the solar wind, and the breakthroughs
over the last quarter century of resolved observations of MHD waves in the Sun. It finally
feels like we have a grasp on two opposite ends of the puzzle and might therefore make new
strides on identifying the contributions that MHD waves make to heating the corona and ac-
celerating the solar wind. For instance, one of the major models proposes that low-frequency
Alfvénic waves are weakly reflected from Alfvén speed gradients in the corona and helio-
sphere, and the subsequent counter-propagating waves cascade to the small length scales
needed to dissipate the wave energy (Cranmer and van Ballegooijen, 2005; van der Holst
et al., 2014). In principle, this theory becomes more testable by simultaneously exploring
outgoing and reflected waves in the inner corona by seismology (as recently demonstrated
by Richard Morton and collaborators: Morton, Tomczyk, and Pinto 2015) and outgoing and
reflected waves in the interplanetary medium by in situ measurement (as explored by Hui Li
and collaborators, including Belcher: Li et al. 2016). Optimists should, however, consider
the potential impact of the blind spot between about 1.2 solar radii (upper extent of remote
observations) and 9 solar radii (perihelion of the planned Parker Solar Probe). While this
region may appear relatively small, it unfortunately includes the expected transonic point
of the solar wind, and models are particularly sensitive to dissipation in this region. The
outlook for these issues towards the century anniversary of MHD waves in 2042 therefore
includes some encouraging signs, but there are grounds to believe that major questions will
survive for some time yet.

On 11 December 1970, Alfvén received the Nobel Prize ‘for fundamental work and dis-
coveries in magnetohydrodynamics with fruitful applications in different parts of plasma
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physics.’ The presentation speech (Gustafsson, 1970) made explicit reference to Alfvén’s
discovery of ‘hitherto unsuspected. . . Alfvén waves’ and it credited him with introducing
to science ‘the fundamental idea that plasma, even in space, has a magnetic field associated
with it.’ It concluded by saying, perhaps with a forgivable touch of hyperbole, ‘Professor
Alfvén. You have created magnetohydrodynamics.’

Considering Alfvén’s Nobel citation and the work we are celebrating, it would be easy to
think that Alfvén was a prototype for the MHD theorist armed with simplified but powerful
mathematical models. An irony is that Alfvén would almost certainly have resisted any such
characterisation, preferring that of a plasma physicist. In his Nobel Lecture (Alfvén, 1970),
Alfvén devoted more time to his newer work on the formation of the solar system than he
did to MHD, and the remarks he did make on MHD were primarily a strong criticism of
the temptations of ‘mathematically elegant’ models, warning that where measurements are
available, ‘it is only the plasma itself which does not understand how beautiful the theories
are and absolutely refuses to obey them.’

There is intriguing tension between Alfvén’s remarks and the tremendous impact of his
own wave model, which invites some contemplation. Some might wonder if the speech was
particularly aimed at certain antagonists. Alfvén made no secret of thinking that the scientific
community too readily dismissed ideas that did not fit their accustomed ways of thinking,
nor that he felt that this had negatively affected his own career (Alfvén, 1988). This was ex-
acerbated by what has been called the British–Scandanavian schism (Southwood, 2015), and
Alfvén (1989) used language similar to the Nobel Lecture when he overtly described Chap-
man’s work as ‘characterized more by mathematical elegance than by contact with empiri-
cal facts’. Interwoven with this is Alfvén’s allegiance with the cause of Kristian Birkeland
(see Dessler, 1984). Birkeland’s theory of auroral field-aligned currents (Birkeland, 1908)
was proven correct shortly before Alfvén received the Nobel Prize (Cummings and Dessler,
1967), but in Birkeland’s own lifetime, and long thereafter, his ideas were marginalised.
Birkeland was right, but his solution lay outside assumptions that others seemed to regard as
truth itself (namely, that electricity cannot flow in the vacuum of space). Therefore, if Alfvén
had intended his speech, in part, as a rebuke, how should the moment be interpreted? A ma-
jor theme of classical tragedy is that heroes’ flaws are exhibited in moments of triumph. So
does one see a character using the most famous stage in science to settle scores, ironically
unaware of what he would most be remembered for? Or does one see a climatic moment
of justice, with Birkeland recently vindicated and now celebrated through the proxy of his
champion? A third dramatic perspective, to further increase the ambiguity, is that Alfvén
was an arch-sceptic who often went so far as to argue against ideas he had originated when
the community became enthused by them. This trait undoubtedly took him to the wrong side
of several arguments, but many would say that his willingness to do this was to his credit as
a scientist. So was the scepticism evident in Alfvén’s speech simply another example of a
deep-rooted quality befitting a great scientist?

In any case, Alfvén’s criticisms of the dangers of allowing theory to run too far from
experiment and observation, or of becoming seduced by one’s own models, are extremely
sensible. Furthermore, the MHD community has comprehensively embraced many of the
specific challenges highlighted in his speech. This list includes inhomogeneous structure
(a major theme in the development of MHD wave theory from the early eighties to the
present day), cross-scale coupling, and magnetic reconnection. Other advice, particularly
to pay attention to electrical currents and double layers, has been taken up by fewer MHD
theorists. Happily, we have many colleagues who gladly inherit the task of reminding us of
these!

In considering Alfvén’s words today, we should also acknowledge that large-scale nu-
merical simulations have radically changed the scientific landscape. Simulations typically
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occupy a middle ground, where physical variables can be probed more thoroughly than most
observations, and where assumptions are fewer and conditions more realistic than is usually
achievable analytically. Thus, as well as providing new avenues for exploration, simulations
can, in principle, provide a strong bridge between theory and observations that ought to
reduce the gaps between research and reality.

On the other hand, simulations also have powerful siren qualities that belie new dan-
gers. It is well appreciated among experienced numericists, but always worth repeating, that
simulations solve only an approximation of the governing equations, which can affect con-
clusions in surprising ways. Cautionary tales include findings that could not be replicated
using different codes, and apparent discoveries that were ultimately traced to artefacts such
as a tiny but non-zero divergence of the magnetic field. A more systematic problem is that
no 3D code is currently anywhere close to using the same Lundquist and Reynolds numbers
as the Sun, which is concerning because qualitative changes occur at critical values of these
parameters: the tearing instability is a well-known example, and more generally, laminar be-
haviour is always suspect without strong justification. Furthermore, where simulations are
run with less than the full three dimensions (e.g. to maximise resolution), the loss of dimen-
sional freedom can make the results profoundly different to the true 3D evolution. This all
adds up to a sizeable potential for at least some simulations to direct attention away from,
not towards, the truth. I therefore suggest that Alfvén’s warning about reality often taking
no notice of a beautiful theory extends very well to beautiful simulations.

Where does this leave idealised models in solar physics and more generally? Much of
this history – from Alfvén to Parker to Roberts and beyond – showcases the great value
and power of well-constructed idealised mathematical models. Focusing on the essentials
of a phenomenon allows profound insight and rapid progress that would not otherwise be
possible. Occasionally, this opens radical new areas of inquiry and produces tremendous im-
pacts. I would go so far as to suggest that this has been the origin of a majority of our most
important theoretical concepts and terminology. The primary difficulty, seen time and time
again, is the challenge of persuading colleagues of the validity and relevance of such models,
and hence obtaining support for their subsequent development. In many cases, this was not
achieved until potential applications provided enough additional incentive, or until obser-
vations provided compelling verification. When the environment changes and a theoretical
model does gain widespread acceptance, we must be careful to retain healthy scepticism,
never forgetting that nature often outwits us, that convenient assumptions can be false, and
that cleverness is no guarantee of correct conclusions. Then begins the painstaking work of
adding greater realism and advancing observations, which, we have seen with MHD waves,
can be the work of many decades following an original flash of inspiration.

In 2017, Alfvén and his paper ‘Existence of Electromagnetic–Hydrodynamic Waves’
have secure legacies. The major solar physics conferences usually devote multiple sessions
to the latest developments of MHD waves; the highest-impact journals regularly report new
discoveries and innovations; instruments for major new spacecraft and ground facilities are
designed with MHD waves in mind; and, most importantly, we continue to recruit talented
students and postdocs to the field, ensuring its future. As for the history, it is a good story
that continues to be told and written 75 years on.
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